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Dhanji, Sumayya

From: David Wilson (he/him/his) <David.Wilson@networkrail.co.uk>

Sent: 20 December 2023 17:27

To: anna kuszta

Cc: Tamison Painter; CRWEST

Subject: RE: Old Oak Common TWAO

Attachments: 8 Lynton Terrace - trees.jpg; Access Compound Examples.pptx

Dear Mr and Mrs Kuszta,

Thank you again for agreeing to allow Tamison and myself to visit your home today to discuss the current situation
with the draft order and the more importantly, the Crown land overlooking your rear garden with the railway
beyond.

To log our conversations/actions as a result of today’s meeting I’ve made a couple of notes below;

You have been provided, in hard copy, with the attached examples of the typical vehicles and use of the proposed
compound land adjacent to your property. I confirmed that storage of materials would be minimal considering the
size of the site and the operational use of this compound would be sporadic use rather than a 24/7 operational
activity. The examples of the Road Rail Vehicles which would access the railway at this location have been included
in the attached.

I took the advantage to explore your boundary in relation to the Crown Land (triangle land beyond your property)
and can confirm that the mature trees as shown in the attached picture will not be removed as part of any proposed
compound. However, the trees beyond would be removed which we can clearly see, provide you some visual
protection towards the railway and beyond. Although the proposed acoustic fence would be of some benefit, it
wouldn’t provide the cover that you enjoy today. It was then discussed if we would offer tree planting mitigation on
your property adjacent/nearby to your boundary fence. This is something that we have done elsewhere on the
route, and I don’t see why this couldn’t be considered here. Action – I will speak with the project team and confirm
if this is something that would be available.

We discussed the concept of your property value being impacted as a result of any proposed compound beyond
your property. I confirmed this is a very difficult question to answer and confirmed that I cannot recall we have ever
offered compensation or similar to offset any impact to property values. I did say however I will take the question
away and ask our property surveyors the question and report back on the position, but this is unlikely to be positive
as we mostly offer mitigation measures (double glazing, screening etc) rather than cash. Action – I will contact our
surveyors and report back to you both.

I would like to thank you both once again for your time today and I hope you found it of some help to understand
our proposals and the current position with the draft Order. Both Tamison and I found it most helpful to understand
your concerns and directly review these from your property.

Apart from the above actions, I will keep you updated on the inquiry and proceedings related to the order. In the
meantime, if you have any further questions or concerns then please don’t hesitate to contact myself making sure
to copy in our community relations team with the above address.

Have a lovely Christmas.

Kind regards

David
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From: anna kuszta
Sent: 27 November 2023 18:52
To: David Wilson (he/him/his) <David.Wilson@networkrail.co.uk>
Cc: Tamison Painter <Tamison.Painter@networkrail.co.uk>; CRWEST <CRWEST@networkrail.co.uk>
Subject: Re: Old Oak Common TWAO

Dear David,

Many thanks for your email.

Wednesday 20th December at 10:30am is absolutely fine with me. I shall see you then.

Kind regards,

Anna Kuszta

Sent from my iPhone

On 24 Nov 2023, at 13:30, David Wilson (he/him/his)
<David.Wilson@networkrail.co.uk> wrote:

OFFICIAL

Good afternoon, Ms Kuszta,

Thank you for allowing me to choose the day and time, would Wednesday 20th Dec
at 10:30am be suitable for both Tamison and I to visit your home to understand
your concerns in more detail?

I feel, meeting in person helps when trying to convey activities that happen on the
railway, I will bring some examples of the types of vehicles and operations being
considered at this location so that we can discuss in open, on the day.

If you could please confirm that the above day and time is suitable, we look forward
to meeting you.

Kind regards
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David

David Wilson

07803 682336
david.wilson@networkrail.co.uk

From: anna kuszta
Sent: 21 November 2023 18:08
To: David Wilson (he/him/his) <David.Wilson@networkrail.co.uk>
Cc: Tamison Painter <Tamison.Painter@networkrail.co.uk>; CRWEST
<CRWEST@networkrail.co.uk>
Subject: Re: Old Oak Common TWAO

Dear David,

Many thanks for your reply.

I will be free at any day and time of week beginning 18th December. I am more than
happy with a date which suits you.

Kind regards,

Anna Kuszta

On 20 Nov 2023, at 16:54, David Wilson (he/him/his)
<David.Wilson@networkrail.co.uk> wrote:

OFFICIAL

Good afternoon, Ms Kuszta,

I fully appreciate your situation with availability and would be more
than happy to visit your home during the week commencing the
18th Dec, is there a day and time which is more convenient for you?

Look forward to your reply.

Kind regards

David

David Wilson
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Listening to your evidence, you mentioned that the main concerns
were related to the close proximity of the Crown land (Area 1) to
your property and any future plans to operate a compound at this
location is a concern for you and your family. It was suggested that
the compound area would not be in operation until 2030, this is
partly true however I would need to inform you that in order to be
able to operate from this compound in 2030, Network Rail would
need to start works from 2027 in preparation. In essence the
correct surveys and management of this site would need to be
undertaken in advance of the 2030 date to allow appropriate
construction time prior to its operation and to apply suitable
mitigation (for noise, dust, light and so on), an example of this
would be say the installation of an acoustic barrier.

You also expressed the lack of understanding as to what a
compound was and what impact this was going to have to the
nearby residents. With that in mind I thought it might be helpful to
arrange an agreeable time for a site visit at your home address to
explain the types of activity that will be undertaken from this
compound and the possible impact to your family.

Would it be possible to hold a meeting during daylight hours to be
able to view the mature trees adjacent to your property boundary,
which I understand is another concern of yours?

Could I suggest a meeting next week on either the 21st or 22nd of
Nov?

I have also copied in the Western Region Community Relations
email address for any future correspondence with Network Rail in
order to make sure your communication is recorded correctly.

Kind regards

David
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******************************************************************************
******************************************************************************
****

The content of this email (and any attachment) is confidential. It may
also be legally privileged or otherwise protected from disclosure.
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This email should not be used by anyone who is not an original
intended recipient, nor may it be copied or disclosed to anyone who
is not an original intended recipient.

If you have received this email by mistake, please notify us by
emailing the sender, and then delete the email and any copies from
your system.

Liability cannot be accepted for statements made which are clearly
the sender's own and not made on behalf of Network Rail.

Network Rail Infrastructure Limited registered in England and Wales
No. 2904587, registered office Network Rail, Waterloo General
Office, London, SE1 8SW.

******************************************************************************
******************************************************************************
****
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Access Compounds
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Access Compound & Gate adjacent to 
housing



OFFICIAL

Access Compound Aerial View showing 
material storage and access point
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Material Delivery to Site
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Material Laydown & Plant Storage in 
Compound
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Road Rail Vehicle on-tracking at Access Point



OFFICIAL

Welfare Facilities at Access Point

Note, this is proposed for the temporary 
compound, not the permanent compound 
behind Lynton Road.

May use welfare vans occasionally at 
permanent compound as below



OFFICIAL

Outline Design for Permanent RRAP
Note, this is outline design and subject to change




